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Saturday January 22 # 5pm Parish Mass  

 
Communion   Chorale Prelude: Herr Got, nun schleuss den Himmel auf, BWV617 

    (‘Lord Gord, now open Heaven to me’)               J. S. Bach (1685-1750)  

 

Postlude   Fugue - from Fantasia & Fugue in C minor, BWV537          J. S. Bach (1685-1750) 

 

This Fugue is rhythmically driven by a vigorous sense of purpose until its last, somewhat fleeting final 

resolving chord that only settles briefly – this in the minor and not the more expected major. Half-way 

through the Fugue a second theme appears – an ascending chromatic line (actually first heard in the alto in 

last bar of the Fantasia) that illuminates the music with a wonderful sense of hope; Bach used such 

ascending lines when he wanted to express some aspect of faith and ascendance. Throughout this poignant 

work, Bach continually makes emphasis of ‘anguished’ intervals - something he so often used in works of 

spiritual dimension: the diminished 5th, the minor 6th and 3rd in the Fantasia, the dominant 7th in the subject 

of the fugue. It is also unusual in that Bach uses long sustained pedal-notes (the tonic in the first section, the 

dominant in the second) to underpin the architectural expositions. 

 

 
 

Sunday January 23 # 9.30 Abbey Mass  
 

Communion Chorale Prelude: Wir glauben all an einen Gott BWV740               J. S. Bach (1685-1750) 

   (‘We believe in one God’)  

  

Postlude  Pièce d’orgue, BWV572      J. S. Bach (1685-1750) 

 

Two works of Bach… His meditation on the Lutheran chorale for the Creed sets the melody (right-hand) 

against the support of lush 4-part harmony: 2 parts are play by the left hand, 2 by the feet (each foot 

playing a separate musical line).  

 

Unique in form among Bach’s works, the towering Pièce d’orgue is believed to have been written during his 

years as organist to the Duke of Weimar (1708-17). No manuscript copy exists and until recent years it had 

always been known as ‘Fantasia in G’: however, several  of the copies (these mostly made by his pupils) 

through which the music survived bear the title Pièce d’Orgue -  including that of Bach’s cousin, Walther – 

perhaps more clearly explains the French titles of its three distinct sections: Très vite – Gravement (or in 

some copies the contradictory title of Gayement) – Lentement. The first, Très vite is a brilliant, glittering 

manualiter (hands only) section: the central section, Gravement (or Gayement) is a masterpiece in 5-part 

counterpoint: the final Lentement sees a slowly descending chromatic base line settle on a prolonged 

dominant pedal note before the music rises to a resplendent resolution.           
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